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Statement of Issues

I. Whether the Administrator Applied a Proper Standard in

Determining Whether MDMA Has a "Currently Accepted
Medical Use In Treatment in the United States" and

an "Accepted Safety for Use. . . Under Medical

Supervision."

II. Whether the Administrator Applied a Proper Standard

and Fully Explained the Reasons for His Conclusion

that MDM__ Has a "High Potential for Abuse" and

_ether There is Substantial Evidence to Support
That Conclusion.

III. Whether the Administrator Improperly Failed to

Consider the Impact on Research of Placing MDMA
In Schedule I.

IV. Whether the Administrator Improperly Relied Upon, or

Gave Undue Weight to, the "Evaluation and Recommendation"

of the Department of Health and Human Services.

(vi)



STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT

Respondent believes that the facts and legal arguments

surrounding this petition for review have been adequately pre-
sented in the brief and record and that oral arguments in this

matter will not significantly aid this Court in reaching a

decision regarding the merits of Petitioner's claims. (See Fed.

R. App. P. 34(a); Local Rule 13(a)). As such, Respondent

respectfully request that this Court decide Peitioner's petition
for review based solely on the briefs submitted by the parties to

this proceeding.

(vii)



STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The Petition for Review of Final Order of Drug Enforcement

Administration filed with this Court by Dr. Lester Grinspoon on

January 12, 1987, challenges a Final Rule issued by the

Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA),

placing the substance 3,4 - methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)

in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act. _/ The

Administrator based his action on the extensive administrative

record developed in proceedings before an Administrative Law

Judge (ALJ). In promulgating the Final Rule, the Administrator

declined to adopt the recommendation of the ALJ that MDMA be

placed in Schedule III of the Controlled Substances Act.

Instead, he ordered that the substance be placed in Schedule I.

His decision was based on findings that MDMA met all three of the

statutory criteria for placement in Schedule I. Specifically,

the Administrator found that (i) MDMA has a high potential for

abuse, (ii) there is no accepted medical use for MDMA in

!/ Section 301 of the Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C.

812, establishes five schedules of controlled substances. The

schedules are subject to revision and the current schedules are

published at 21 C.F.R. §5 1308.11-1308.15 (1986). The five
schedules form the basis of a scaled system of controls and

penalties, with Schedule I substances being subject to the most
severe controls and penalties and Schedule V substances being

subject to the least severe controls and penalties. Substances

may be placed in Schedule I based upon findings that they have
(i) "a high potential for abuse," (ii) "no currently accepted
medical use in treatment in the United States," and (iii) that

they "lack accepted safety for use ... under medical

supervision." 21 U.S.C. § 812(b) (i).



treatment in the United States; and (iii) MDMA lacks accepted

safety for use under medical supervision. This Court's authority

to review the Administrator's action exists under Section 507 of

the Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. § 877.

Procedural History

On March 13, 1984, the Administrator submitted information

relevant to the abuse potential and illicit trafficking of MDMA

to the Assistant Secretary for Health of the Department of Health

and Human Services (HHS). Briefly, this information established

that MDMA (i) is an "analog" of the Schedule I controlled

substance 3,4 - methylenedioxyamphetamine ("MDA"), (ii) produces

stimulant and psychotomimetic effects in humans similar to those

produced by MDA, (iii) has no legitimate use or manufacturer in

the United States, (iv) has been clandestinely synthesized and

encountered in illicit drug traffic, and (v) has been associated

with medical emergencies reported on the Drug Abuse Warning

2/
Network. (J.A. 284-308). -- Pursuant to 21 U.S.C. § 811(b), the

Administrator requested that HHS conduct a scientific and medical

evaluation of the information relating to MDMA and make a

3/
recommendation concerning its proper scheduling. --

2/ For purposes of this brief, "J.A." will designate the Joint

Appendix followed by the relevant pages of that appendix.

3/ 21 U.S.C. § 811(b) provides, in pertinent part, that "It]he

Attorney General shall, before initiating [scheduling]

proceedings ..., and after gathering the necessary data, request

from the Secretary [of Health and Human Services] a scientific

and medical evaluation, and his recommendations, as to whether

such drug or other substance should be controlled or removed as a
(Footnote Continued)

- 2 -



On June 6, 1984, the Administrator received a letter from

the Assistant Secretary for Health stating that, after conducting

a medical and scientific evaluation of the information concerning

MDMA, HHS had concluded that MDMA has a high potential for abuse

and presents a significant risk to the public health. The

Assistant Secretary for Health recommended that MDMA be placed in

Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act. (J.A. 309-311). In

making his findings and recommendations, the Assistant Secretary

for Health considered each of the eight factors listed in 21

U.S.C. § 811(c), _/ as he was required to do bv 21U.S.C.

5/
§ 811(b). --

(Footnote Continued)

controlled substance .... The recommendations of the Secretary

shall include recommendations with respect to the appropriate

schedule, if any, under which such drug or other substance should

be listed." The roles of the Attorney General and the Secretary

of Health and Human Services under this statutory procedure have

been delegated to the Administrator and the Assistant Secretary

for Health of the Department of Health and Human Services,

respectively.

4/ The eight factors which must be considered before a drug or

Uther substance may be added to or removed from the schedules of
controlled substances are: (i) the drug or other substance's

actual or relative potential for abuse; (ii) scientific evidence

concerning its pharmacological effect, if known; (iii) the state

of current scientific knowledge regarding the drug or other

substance, (iv) its history and current pattern of abuse, (v) the

scope, duration, and significance of abuse, (vi) what, if any,
risk there is to the public health, (vii) the drug or other

substance's psychic or physiological dependence liability, and
(viii) whether the substance is an immediate precursor of an

already scheduled substance.

5/ 21 U.S.C. § 811(b) provides, in pertinent part, that "[i]n

making [his] evaluation and recommendations, the Secretary shall

consider the factors listed in paragraphs (2) , (3) , (6) , (7) , and

(8) of subsection (c) [21 U.S.C. § 811(c)] ... and any scientific

or medical considerations involved in paragraphs (I), (4), and

(5) of such subsection."

- 3 -



On July 27, 1984, the Administrator issued a Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking (49 Fed. Reg. 30210) in which he proposed,

based on investiqations by the DEA and on the scientific and

medical evaluation and recommendation of the Assistant Secretary

for Health, that MDMA be placed in Schedule _ as a hallucinogenic

controlled substance. In response to this Notice, DEA received

sixteen comments and seven requests for a hearing. On

November 13, 1984, the matter was referred to the ALJ, who was

directed to hold a hearing regarding the proposed scheduling of

MDMA and to make findings and recommendations on the appropriate

scheduling action to be taken with respect to MDMA.

The ALJ held five hearing sessions, during which he heard

the testimony of 33 witnesses and received 95 exhibits into

.evidence. During the course of the hearing, the Administrater,

in an independent action, placed MDMA in Schedule I pursuant to

the temporary scheduling provisions of 21 U.S.C. § 811(h) (I),

based on determinations that this action was necessary to avoid

an imminent hazard to the public safety. See 50 Fed. Reg. 23118

6/
(May 31, 1985). This Order became effective on July I, 1985. --

On May 22, 1986, the ALJ issued his Opinion and Recommen-

dations regarding the scheduling of MDMA. (J.A. 25-96). The ALJ

recommended that MDMA be placed in Schedule III of the Controlled

Substances Act. He found that MDMA did not meet any of the three

6/ Congress subsequently expressed its approval of the
_dministrator's action. See note 23, infra, and accompanying
text.

- 4 -



criteria for placement of a drug or other substance in

Schedule I.

The ALJ rejected a long-standing and consistent agency

interpretation of the phrase "currently accepted medical use in

treatment in the United States" as meaning that a drug or other

substance has been evaluated as safe and effective for its

proposed medical uses by the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA")

and therefore approved for marketing throughout the United States

under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act ("FDCA"), 21

U.S.C. §§ 301 et seq. He concluded, instead, that "accepted

medical use" must be determined "by what is actually going on in

the health care community." The ALJ then found that MDMA has an

"accepted medical use in treatment in the United States" based on

the testimony of four psychiatrists from New Mexico, California

and Massachusetts, who had either administered MDMA to humans or

taken it themselves, and the supporting testimony of seven

witnesses who had never used MDMA in their respective practices.

With regard to the issue of whether MDMA has an "accepted

safety for use ... under medical supervision", the ALJ found that

MDMA does not lack accepted safety for use because the same small

group of psychiatrists had either administered it to themselves

or to willing human subjects in what were, by their own

admission, uncontrolled, non-research studies. Finally, with

regard to the issue of abuse potential, the ALJ found the DEA had

not met its burden in establishing that MDMA has a "high

potential for abuse."

DEA filed exceptions to the Opinion and Recommendations of

-- 5



the ALJ and, on July 24, 1986, the ALJ certified and transmitted

the record to the Administrator for review and final action. On

October 14, 1986, the Administrator promulgated the "Final Rule"

that is the subject of this appeal. !/ (J.A. 16-24). Based on a

careful and extensive review of the entire record, the

Administrator declined to adopt the recommendation of the ALJ and

found that there was substantial evidence in the record to

support placement of MDMA in Schedule I as a hallucinogenic

controlled substance. The Administrator separately addressed

each of the three statutory, criteria that must be satisfied

before a drug or other substance may be placed in Schedule I and

found that each of them had been met. Dr. Grinspoon, in his

Petition for Review, now challenges those findings. As set forth

below, those findings should be upheld because they (i) are based

on permissible interpretations of the statutory language in which

each of the criteria are phrased; (ii) are supported by

substantial evidence; (iii) were made in accordance with the law

and (iv) are not arbitrary or capricious.

Dr. Grinspoon also argues that the Administrator's action

was arbitrary and capricious because the Administrator failed to

give adequate weight to claims that medical research on MDMA

would be foreclosed by placement of the substance in Schedule I

and because the Administrator relied, in part, on recommendations

from the Secretary of Health and Human Services which Dr.

7/ The "Final Rule" became effective on November 13, 1986.

- 6 -



Grinspoon claims were legally erroneous and procedurally

improper. As set forth below, these arguments also lack merit.

ARGUMENT

I. THE ADMINISTRATOR APPLIED A PROPER

STANDARD IN DETERMINING WHETHER MDMA
HAS A "CURRENTLY ACCEPTED MEDICAL

USE IN TREATMENT IN THE UNITED STATES"

AND AN "ACCEPTED SAFETY FOR USE

UNDER MEDICAL SUPERVISION"

The Administrator interpreted the statutory phrase

"currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United

States," as used in 21 U.S.C. § 812, to mean "that the Federal

Food and Drug Administration has determined that [the] drug or

other substance can be lawfully marketed in the United States."

(J.A. 18, Finding 9). Thus, the Administrator adopted the

long-standing interpretation of that phrase first formulated by

the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") in 1975 _/ and most

recently restated and explained in 1982 as follows:

FDA interprets the term "accepted

medical use" to mean lawfully marketed
under the Federal Food, Drug, and

Cosmetic Act, 21U.S.C. 301, et seq.

A drug may be marketed lawfully under

the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act

after approval of a new dru@ application

(NDA) for that dru@. There are,
theoretically, other ways in which a

drug could be marketed legally. The

drug could satisfy either the

requirements for exemption from the

8/ See Notice re: Scheduling of Marihuana, 40 Fed. Reg. 44164,

_4165J67 (1975).

- 7 -



definition of "new drug" in 21 U.S.C.

321(p) or the requirements for a

"grandfather clause" from the new drug

approval provision, see 21 U.S.C 321

(p) (I) and Pub. L. 87-_81, sec.
107(c) (4).

The mechanism set up by Congress for

lawful marketing of a new drug requires
submission of an NDA to FDA and FDA

approval of that application before

marketing. Before FDA can approve an

NDA, however, the drug sponsor must
submit data from an extensive battery of

experimental testing on both animals and

humans to establish the drug's safety

and effectiveness for its proposed uses.

In addition, the sponsor must submit

data on manufacturing controls

demonstrating that standards of

identity, strength, quality, and purity

will be met. Finally, the sponsor must

submit labeling which adequately

reflects the proper conditions for use.
See 21U.S.C. 355(d) and 21C.F.R.

314.1. Only after FDA has evaluated

this information can the agency make a
decision on whether the NDA should be

approved and the drug marketed.

Thus, the lack of an approved NDA for a

drug substance leads FDA to find that

the substance lacks an "accepted medical
use in treatment" for two reasons.

First, if use of the dru_ is unlawful
whenever interstate commerce is

involved, medical use of the drug cannot

be classified as accepted. Second, in

the absence of the data necessary for

approval of an NDA, the agency has no

basis for concluding that medical use of

the drug in treatment can be considered

acceptable by medical standards.

Notice, Proposed Recommendations of FDA to DEA Regarding the

Scheduling Status of Marihuana, 47 Fed. Reg. 28141, 28150-51

(1982) (emphasis supplied) (J.A. 314-326). As set forth below,

Congress has expressed it approval of this interpretation several

- 8 -



9/
times since 1984. --

The Administrator interpreted the statutory phrase "accepted

safety for use ... under medical supervision," as used in 21

U.S.C. § 812, as meaning "that [the] drug has been evaluated for

safety by the [FDA] and approved for marketing in the United

States." (J.A. 19, Finding 17). This interpretation, like the

Administrator's interpretation of "accepted medical use," is

consistent with the agency interpretation of that phrase first

advanced by FDA in the marihuana re-scheduling proceedings in

I0/
1982 and subsequently approved by Congress.

Dr. Grinspoon now argues that these interpretations are

legally erroneous. For the reasons set forth below, the

Administrator's interpretations of these statutory phrases are

proper and permissible and should be upheld as a matter of law.

Standard of Review: The most recent articulation by the

Supreme Court of the approach to be taken and the standard to be

applied when a court reviews an agency's construction of the

statute it administers came in Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural

Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984). There the

Court endorsed an approach employing two inquiries. Each of the

two inquiries, as applied to the statutory criteria at issue in

this case, is addressed below.

9/ See discussion, infra, at 19-22.m

I0/ See Notice, 47 Fed. Reg. at 28152.

- 9 -



Whether the Congressional Intent is Clear with Respect to

the Meanin@ Statutory Provisions in Question: The first inquiry,

under the approach endorsed by the Supreme Court, is as follows:

When a court reviews an agency's con-
struction of the statute which it

administers, it is confronted with two

questions. First, always, is the

question of whether Congress has

directly spoken to the precise question
at issue. If the intent of Congress is

clear, that is the end of the matter;

for the court, as well as the agency,

must give effect to the unambiguously

expressed intent of Congress.

Id. at 842-43 (emphasis supplied). The Court added in a footnote

that "[i]f a court, employin_ traditional rules of statutory

construction, ascertains that Congress had an intention on the

precise question at issue, that intention is the law and must be

given effect." Id. at 843 n. 9 (emphasis supplied).

Although Congress did not directly speak to the "question at

issue" in this case -- the meaning of the phrases "currently

accepted medical use in treatment in the United States" and

"accepted safety for use ... under medical supervision" under

21U.S.C. § 812(b) -- in enacting the Comprehensive Drug Abuse

Act of 1970 ("the 1970 Act"), it has made its intentions clearly

known. As set forth below, these intentions squarely support the

Administrator's position.

(i) The Statutory Language: The only part of either

statutory phrase that is specifically defined in the statute are

the words "United States" as used in "accepted medical use in

treatment in the United States." Section i02{28) of the

- I0 -



' II/ provides thatControlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. § 802(28),

"It]he term 'United States,' when used in a geographic sense,

means all places ... subject to the jurisdiction of the United

States" (emphasis supplied). As a matter of statutory

construction, "[l]egislative declaration of the meaning that a

term shall have ... is binding, so long as the prescribed meaning

is not so discordant to common usage as to generate confusion."

2A Sutherland Statutory Construction § 47.07, at 133 (4th ed.

r1984). It is clear, therefore, that the statutory criterion

"accepted medical use in treatment in the United States" requires

a determination of whether a drug or other substance has been

_ccepted for use in treatment throughout the United States (_'S-,

bn "all places" in the United States). It is highly improbable,

to say the least, that a drug or other substance could ever be

found to be accepted for medical use throughout the United States

until it had been evaluated and found safe and effective by FDA,

approved for marketing in interstate commerce under the FDCA, and

therefore made generally and readily available to medical

practitioners throughout the country.

The word "accepted" appears in both of the statutory phrases

under discussion. It is not defined in either the statute or the

legislative history of the 1970 Act. However, it is a common

term and should be given its common meaning. See 2A Sutherland

II/ Until the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 (Public Law No.

99-570) became effective on October 27, 1986, this definition was

codified at 21 U.S.C. _ 802(27).
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Statutory Construction § 47.28, at 223 (4th ed. 1984) ("when

common terms are used [in a statute] they should be given their

common meaning"). The dictionary definition of the term

accepted," when used as an adjective, is as follows:

accepted -- _n__@_lly approved;_; _widey used or found-.
generally agreed upon:

_ unchallenged,tional,conven-

12/
Webster's Third New International Dictionary, at II (1976).

Thus, the statutory phrase "accepted medical use in treatment in

the United States" clearly contemplates an administrative

determination as to whether the drug or other substance has been

"generally approved" for use in treatment throughout the United

States (i.e., in "all places" in the United States) and the

phrase "accepted safety for use ... under medical supervision"

contemplates a determination as to whether the safety of the drug

or other substance for use under medical supervision has been

_enerally approved" or "generally a_reed upon." Again, it is

ighly improbable that the medical use and safety of a drug or

9ther substance could ever be found to be "generally approved" or

"generally agreed upon" until after it had been evaluated by FDA,

found to be safe and effective for use, and therefore approved by

FDA for marketing in interstate commerce.

The Administrator's position also is consistent with the

12/ See Maybury v. Secretary of Health and Human Services, 740
F.2d i00, 103 (ist Cir. 19841 (employing dictionary to determine

meaning of statutory term).
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interpretation given the term "accepted medical use in treatment

in the United States," as used in the Uniform Controlled

13/
Substances Act. The Uniform Controlled Substances Act, like

its federal counterpart, creates five schedules of controlled

substances. Unif. Controlled Substances Act §_ 203-212, 9 U.L.A.

221-235 (1979). The scheduling criteria for placement of a drug

in Schedule I of the Uniform Act are identical to those under 21

U.S.C. § 812(b), except that the word "currently" does not appear

before the term "accepted medical use in treatment in the United

States" in the Uniform Act. See, id. § 203(2), 9 U.L.A. at 221.

The Commissioners' Notes to the section setting forth theSchedule I criteria under the _Unif°rm Act explain that:

Experimental substances found to have a

potential for abuse in early testing
will also be included in Schedule I.

fWhen those substances are accepted by
_the Federal Food and Drug Administration

_as bein_ safe and effective, they will
|then be considered to have an accepted

_vk _ ___medical use for treatment in the United
_/ _-_ _States, and thus, will be eligible to be

'_ _" Ishifted to an appropriate schedule based

_-- upon the criteria set out in Sections
205, 207, 209, and 211. [Emphasis
added]

Commissioners' Note, Unif. Controlled Substances Act § 203, 9

13/ The Uniform Controlled Substances Act was approved by the
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws for

adoption by the states in 1970, the same year that the federal

Controlled Substances Act was enacted. The Commissioners, in

their general comments concerning the Act, stated that it had

been modeled on the new federal statute 9 U.L.A. 187, 188 (1979).

The Uniform Controlled Substance Act has since been adopted by 48

states, the District of Columbia, Guam, and the Virgin Islands.

9 U.L.A. Supp. 123-24 (1986).
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U.L.A. at 221. Thus, the National Conference of Commissioners on

Uniform State Laws, like the Administrator in the administrative

proceeding below, equates the term "accepted medical use in

treatment in the United States" with FDA approval of a drug or

other substance for marketing in the United States.

Phe Commissioner's interpretation of the term "accepted medical

se in the United States" -- which has been approved by the vast

majority of states which have adopted the Uniform Act 14/ __ is

entitled to "special consideration" in construing the identical

term as used in the Federal Controlled Substances Act. 15/

14/ Mr. David Joranson, of the Controlled Substances Board of

Zhe State of Wisconsin, testified in the administrative

proceeding below that he sent a questionnaire to the scheduling
_uthorities of the various states asking each of them, inter

Ilia, if "the meaning of 'accepted medical use in treatment in

the U.S.' under your law is consistent with the interpretation of
the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws

[quoted in text, supra] .... " Mr. Joranson stated that 43 states
responded to this questionnaire, 39 of whom (90%) answered this

)articular question affirmatively, only one of whom answered

megatively, and the rest of whom did not answer the question.

Joranson, amended direct, pp. 3,4,5).

15/ See, e._., 2A Sutherland Statutory Construction § 52.03, at

541 (4th ed. 1981): Cf. Director, Office of Workers' Compensation

Programs v. Bou@hman, 545 F.2d 210, 213 (D.C. Cir. 1976)
(construing Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act,

"by reference to numerous state statutes closely similar to [the

federal Act]"); Kane v. McDaniel, 407 F. Supp. 1239, 1243 (W.D.

Ky. 1975) (looking to legislative history of federal Controlled

Substances Act in construing state drug statute because "it

appears that substantial portions of the [statei statute were
copied from the federal statute").
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To summarize, the statutory language of the two scheduling

criteria under discussion clearly indicates that whether a drug

or substance has an "accepted medical use in treatment in the

United States" must be determined on a nationwide basis and that

both "accepted medical use in treatment" and "accepted safety for

Use . . . under medical supervision" are to be deter_ined by what

has been "generally approved" or "generally agreed to." The

interpretation given to those criteria by the FDA and the

Administrator in the administrative proceeding below are entirely

consistent with the statutory language because the medical use

and safety of a drug or other substance cannot be said to be

"generally approved" or "generally agreed to" throughout the

nation until the drug or other substance has been evaluated by

FDA, found to be safe and effective for medical use, approved for

marketing in interstate commerce under the FDCA, and thus made

generally and readily available to medical practitioners

16/
nationwide.

6/ Dr. Grinspoon refers to the fact that Congress made express
zeference to the FDCA in several subsections of the Act but not

in the scheduling criteria under 21 U.S.C. § 812(b). (Pet. Brief

at 13-14). He apparently would have this Court apply the maxim

Df statutory construction inclusio unius est exclusio alterius
_ _ (express mention means imp_lus-_-_)--_ infer fromt_

/^J_/3ilence that Congress intended to _rohibit use of the FDCA as a

_ _tandard in interpreting the schedullng criteria. However, that
,_F maxim "is a guide to construction and not a positive command
\ .... " and "[w]hether the specification of one matter means the

y exclusion of another is a matter of legislative intent .... "

_ Massachusetts Trustees of Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates v.

U.S., 312 F.2d 214, 220 (Ist Cir. 1963), aff'd 377 U.S. 235

(1964). Accord Campbell v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 781 F.2d 440,
442 (5th Cir.) cert. denied, 106 S. Ct. 2279 (1986) (maxim "is

(Footnote Continued)
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(ii) The Legislative History: The legislative history of

the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Enforcement Act of

1970 ("the 1970 Act") also supports the Administrator's

interpretation of the statutory criteria.

The committee reports relating to the 1970 Act {reprinted in

1970 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News at 4566-660) do not define the

statutory phrases '_accepted medical use in treatment in the

United States" and "accepted safety for use ... under medical

supervision." They do, however, provide a clear indication of

how and by whom determinations of whether a drug or other

substance is safe and effective are to be made. The committee

report of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee on

the bill which was ultimately enacted as the 1970 Act discussed

(Footnote Continued)

only an aid to statutory construction, not a rule of law. The

controlling consideration is legislative intent, and the maxim

can be overcome by a strong indication of contrary congressional

intent"); Illinois Dep't of Public Aid v. Schweiker, 707 F.2d

273, 277 (7th Cir. 1983) ("[n]ot every silence is pregnant; [the

maxim] is therefore an uncertain guide to interpreting
statutes").

It is clear from the previous discussion that Congress

ntended the Administrator to adopt a standard by which _t cnuld

ned whether a drug or other _bstance _ h_

_ed for medical use _hroughoutthe nation and
gener__pproved as safe for such use. Congress did not

specify the standard to be applied in making these determinations
and there is no indication that it intended to exclude the "new

drug" approval process under the FDCA as providing a workable

tandard. Indeed, as discussed in the next section of this

rief, Congress specifically stated in the legislative history of

he Act that the safety and efficacy of all narcotic and

angerous drugs were to be determined under the FDCA and has
ince approved the Administrator's interpretation several times

in the post-enactment legislative history of the Act. The maxim

clearly should not apply in light of this legislative history.
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the effect the bill would have in implementing the twenty-five

recommendations made in 1963 by the President's Advisory

Commission on Narcotic and Drug Abuse (also known as "the

Prettyman Commission") with respect to reforms of the nation's

regulatory and law enforcement approach to the problem of drug

abuse. See H.R. Rep. No 1444, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970),

reprinted in 1970 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 4566, 4581-87

(1970). One of the recommendations of the Prettyman Commission

had been that:

a unit be established within the

department of Health, Education, and

Welfare [now Health and Human Services]

to determine the safety and efficacy of
and to regulate all narcotic and

dangerous drugs .... This unit would

also regulate the legitimate impor-
tation, exportation, manufacture, sale
and other transfer of narcotic and

dangerous drugs.

Id. at 4584. In discussing how this recommendation would be

implemented under the 1970 Act and related governmental

reorganization plans, the House Committee Report stated:

Under Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1968

[reprinted in 1968 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad.
News, 4734-35 (1968)] a Bureau of

Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs has been

established in the Department of Justice

to regulate all these drugs (including

legitimate importation, exportation,
manufacture, and distribution) to

prevent diversion from legitimate

channels. Safety and efficacy will

continue to be regulated under the

Federal Food, Dru_, and Cosmetic Act by

the Department of [Health and Human
Services].

Id. at 4584. Thus, Congress clearly intended that the "safety
and efficacy" of narcotic and dangerous drugs (_._., whether such
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rugs are acceptable for medical use and safe for such use) 17/e determined by the Department of Health and Human Services

under the Federal Food, Dru_, and Cosmetic Act.

Further evidence that Congress intended the statutory phrase

accepted medical use in treatment in the United States" to mean

_hat the drug or other substance may be lawfully marketed under

he FDCA may be found in the congressional hearings on whether to

place the drug alphacetylmethadol in Schedule I of the original

Act. One witness expressed concern over the proposed placement

of this drug in Schedule I, urging that it might be potentially

useful in treating narcotic addicts. 18/ In response, the Bureau

of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs submitted a "Justification for

Placement of Alphacetylmethadol in Schedule I of the Controlled

Dangerous Drug Act, S. 3246" in which it stated:

Further, since the current use of
alphacetylmethadol is limited to
research, it has no currently accepted

medical use -- that is,.no IND

T_-_i-_ional New Dru_A--_ication]

17/ The term "efficacy" as used in the above-quoted passage is
synonymous with the term "effectiveness." See Webster's Third

New International Dictionary 725 (1976) (defining "efficacy" as
meaning "effectiveness"). When the FDA approves a New Drug

Application under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, it

determines that the drug or other substance is both safe and

effective for its proposed medical uses and thus may be legally
marketed in interstate commerce. See 21U.S.C. § 355(d). Such

approval thereby establishes that the drug or other substance is

acceptable for medical use throughout the United States and that
it is safe for such use.

18/ See Drug Abuse Control Amendments -- 1970: Hearings on H.R.
11701 and H.R. 13743 Before the Subcommittee of Public Health and

Welfare of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, 91st Cong, 2d Sess. at 313 (1970) (statement of
Dr. Jonathan O. Cole).
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or NDA [New Drug Application] has been

issued for it by the Food and Dru@
Administration

Id. at 715 (statement of John E. Ingersoll, Director, Bureau of

Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs). Congress included alphacetyl-

methadol in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act as

originally enacted. See 21 U.S.C. § 812, Schedule I(a) (3).

Since 1970, Congress has repeatedly approved the

Administrator's construction of the statutory phrases "accepted

medical use in treatment in the United States," and "accepted

safety for use ... under medical supervision" as meaning that the

drug or other substance has been approved for marketing by the

FDA. In 1984, Congress enacted Public Law 98-329, 98 Stat. 280,

which placed the substance methaqualone in Schedule I of the

_ontrolled Substances Act. By that time, DEA and FDA had

reiterated their interpretation of the phrase "accepted medical

ise in treatment in the United States" -- as meaning that the

_rug or other substance have been approved for marketing under

_he FDCA -- several times in a number of administrative actions

[ating back to 1975. 19/ In the only Committee Report concerning

the Act to re-schedule methaqualone, Congress recognized and

endorsed this long-standing and consistent administrative

19/ See, e._., Proposed Recommendation to the DEA Regarding the
Scheduling Status of Marihuana and Its Components and Notice of a

Public Hearing, 47 Fed. Reg. 28141, 28150 (1982) (J.A. 314-326);

Notice, Proposed Recommendation to the DEA Regarding the

Scheduling Status of Tetrahydrocannabinol, 47 Fed. Reg. 10080,
10084 (1982); Notice re: Marihuana Scheduling, 40 Fed. Reg.

44164, 44165 (1975).
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interpretation when it declared:

_he [DEAl does not have authority to

_mpose schedule I controls on a drug

/ _which has been approved by the [FDA] for

..../ _edical use. The statutory findings

_ j_ required for agency scheduling decisions
clearly state that the agency may not,

_ in the absence of Congressional action,

_7 _ subject drugs with a currently accepted
medical use in the United States to

Schedule I controls. [Citing the three

scheduling criteria for Schedule I].

H.R. Rep. No. 534, 98th Cong., 2d Sess., 4 (1984), reprinted in

1984 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 540, 543 (1984) (emphasis

supplied). Thus, Congress recognized that FDA approval

establishes that a drug or other substance has a "currently

accepted medical use in treatment in the United States," and,

therefore, that such a drug cannot be placed in Schedule I absent

congressional action.

Congress again indicated its approval of the Administrator's

interpretation of the statutory criteria when it enacted the

omprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 [Pub. L. No. 98-473, 98tat. 1837 (1984)] which, inter alia, substantially amended

_arious Part of the Act -- designated the
parts of the 1970 Act.

/_Dangerous Drug Diversion Act of 1984 -- added new subsection

"(h)" to 21U.S.C. § 811, authorizing the Attorney General to

temporarily place an unscheduled substance in Schedule I -- but

only in Schedule I -- if he finds such action is necessary to

avoid imminent hazard to the public safety. This provision

extends to all unscheduled substances for which "no exemption or

approval is in effect for the substance under section 355 of [the
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FDCA]." 21 U.S.C. § 811(h) (I) (emphasis supplied). 20/ The

exclusion of substances approved by the FDA from temporary

placement in Schedule I is consistent with the view that such

approval establishes that the substances have an "accepted

medical use in treatment in the United States" and "accepted

safety for use ... under medical supervision" and therefore

_annot properly be placed in Schedule I.

Another telling indication that Congress approves and

Lccepts the Administrator's interpretation came with the very

recent enactment of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 (Pub. L. No.

21/
99-570). Subtitle E of Title I of that Act -- designated the

"Controlled Substances Analogue Act of 1986" -- generally

_rovides that "analogues" 22/ of Schedule I and II controlled

3ubstances are subject to the same controls and penalties

applicable to Schedule I substances. Congress expressly exempted

from coverage under the Act those "analogues" for which "there is

in approved new drug application." Pub. L. No. 99-570 § 1203

(codified as 21 U.S.C. § 802(32) (B) (ii)). The exemption of such

analogues from Schedule I controls and penalties is consistent

20/ Section 355 of the FDCA, 21 U.S.C. § 355, is the provision
under which the FDA approves "new drugs" pursuant to New Drug
Applications.

21/ The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 is reprinted in full in

"Pamphlet 10A" of the 1986 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News (Dec.
1986).

22/ An "analogue" is defined in the Act as a chemical that is

substantially similar to a Schedule I or II substance in chemical

structure or pharmocological effect, See Pub. L. No. 99-570
§ 1203.
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with the Administrator's view that approval of a new drug

application establishes that such analogues have an "accepted

medical use in the United States" and "accepted safety for [such]

use ... under medical supervision" and, therefore, should not

properly be subject to the controls and penalties applicable to

23/
Schedule I substances.

All of the foregoing legislative history -- in which

Congress has repeatedly and consistently adopted and expressed

its agreement with the Administrator's position -- is entitled to

23/ As mentioned earlier (supra, at 4), the Administrator, on
May 31, 1985, invoked his authority under 21U.S.C. § 8!l(h) to

place MDMA temporarily in Schedule I based on a finding that it
presented an imminent hazard to the public health. In the

egislative history o_ what became the "Controlled Substances
nalogue Act of 1986, Congress recognized that MDMA is a
angerous analogue of the Schedule I controlled substance MDA and

expressed its approval of the Administrator's action:

The 98th Congress extended to DEA

the power to control ... new

substances on an emergency basis.

DEA has used this authority five

times to control 13 new dangerous

dru_s, includin@ ... MDMA an

analogue of MDA (a Schedule I
substance). In the Committee's

view, _enerally this authority has

been used very. effectivel Z to

address much of the designer dru@
problem.

H.R. Rep. No. 848, Part I, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. at 4-5 (1984)

(emphasis supplied) (reproduced as Addendum A to this brief).

This committee report concerned a predecessor bill of what became

the Controlled Substances Analogue Act of 1986. The bill was

substantially identical to the final Act and the committee report

is listed as part of the legislative history of the Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 1986. See "Pamphlet 10C", 1986 U.S. Code Cong. &
Ad. News at 5393 (Dec. 1986).
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very substantial weight by this Court. The Supreme Court has

held that "[w]hen a Congress that re-enacts a statute voices its

approval of an administrative or other interpretation thereof,

Congress is treated as havin@ adopted that interpretation, and

this Court is bound thereby". United States v. Board of

Commissioners of Sheffield, Alabama, 435 U.S. II0, 134 (1978)

emphasis supplied). The same rule applies where, as here,

longress makes a minor addition to a statute and, in doing so,

mplicitly recognizes and approves a prior administrative

nterpretation of the statute. See Fletcher v. Warden, United

tares Penitentiary, Leavensworth, Kansas, 641F.2d 850, 854 n. 5

(10th Cir.), cert. denied, sub nom. Johnson v. Smith, 453 U.S.

24/
912 (1981).

Against this weighty legislative history in support of the

%dministrator's position, Dr. Grinspoon offers only a few oral

_tatements made by two witnesses during question-and-answer

_essions before the congressional committee considering the bill

which ultimately became the 1970 Act. (Petitioner's Brief at

14-15). These statements are entitled to little or no weight as

indicia of congressional intent regarding the meaning of the two

statutory criteria under discussion for the following reasons.

_IFirst, the Supreme Court has held that "statements ... made to
[

24/ Accord Hogan v. Heckler, 769 F.2d 886, 901-02 (Ist Cir.
1986), cert. denied, 106 S. Ct. 3301 (1986) (upholding

administrative regulations where, inter alia, "Congress not only

acquiesced in the Secretary's construction of the Act, but

expressly approved of her regulations").
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bommittees of Congress ... are without weight in the

.nterpretation of a statute." McCaughn v. Hershey Chocolate Co.,

_83 U.S. 488, 493-94 (1931). 25/ Second, one of the two

_itnesses quoted by Dr. Grinspoon -- Mr. John Ingersoll, then

_irector of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs -- later

_ubmitted a written statement to the committee on behalf of his

gency in which he made a statement which directly supports the

Administrator's position. 26/ Third, there is no indication in

the committee reports or post-enactment legislative history of

the 1970 Act to suggest that Congress adopted or otherwise agreed

25/ Accord Sierra Club v. Clark, 755 F.2d 608, 617 (8th Cir.

1985) (such statements are not to be accorded "undue weight");

Conference of State Bank Commissioners v. Conover, 715 F.2d 604,
614 (D.C. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 466 U.S. 927 (1984); Autasia

Intermodal Lines, Ltd. v. Federal Maritime Commission, 580 F.2d
642, 645 (D.C. Cir. 1978).

26/ The statement was made in the agency's written
"Justification" for its recommendation that the substance

alphacetylmethadol be placed in Schedule I. Mr. Ingersoll stated
that the substance must be placed in Schedule I because, inter

alia, "it has no currently accepted medical use -- that is no IND

[Investigative New Drug Application] or NDA [New Drug

Application] has been issued for it by the [FDA]." See

discussion, supra at 18-19. The substance was listed in Schedule

I when the Controlled Substance Act was passed by Congress. See
21 U.S.C. § 812, Schedule I(a) (3).

espondent submits that, to the extent statements by individual

itnesses are entitled to any weight at all as indicia of
ongressional intent, this written statement, made on behalf of

he agency charged with enforcement of the statute after

portunity for deliberation, is entitled to considerably more
ight than oral statements by individuals during

question-and-answer sessions before congressional committees,

particularly where, as here, Congress implicitly accepted the

agency's written statement when it placed alphacetylmethadol in
Schedule I without requiring the agency to poll the medical

community on whether it has an "accepted medical use."
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with the views as expressed in the witness statements quoted by

Dr. Grinspoon. Indeed, as set forth above, all indications are

that Congress clearly has accepted and approved the

interpretations advanced by the Administrator.

(iii) Conclusion: Contrary to the arguments advanced by

Dr. Grinspoon, the Administrator's interpretations of the

statutory criteria under discussion are neither contrary to, nor

inconsistent with, the statutory language or the Act's

legislative history. Indeed, the Congressional intent concerning

the meaning of the statutory criteria in question and the

propriety of the Administrator's interpretation of those criteria

is clear and there should be no need to address the second

inquiry under the Chevron U.S..A. approach. Nonetheless, the

following discussion makes clear that the Administrator's

interpretation is proper under that inquiry.

Whether the Administrator's Interpretations are Based on

Permissible Construction of the Statutory Criteria: The second

inquiry under the Chevron U.S.A. approach was stated as follows:

If. . .the court determines Congress has

not directly addressed the precise
question at issue, the court does not

simply impose its own construction on

the statute, as would be necessary in
the absence of an administrative

interpretation. Rather, if the statute

is silent or ambiguous with respect to

the specific issue, the question for the

court is whether the a@ency's answer is

based on a permissible construction of
the statute.

467 U.S. at 843. (emphasis supplied).

In addressing this inquiry, a reviewing court should be
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cognizant of the fact that "It]he power of an administrative

agency to administer a congressionally created ... program

necessarily requires the formulation of policy and the making of

rules to fill any gap left, implicitly or explicitly, by

Congress." Morton v. Ruiz, 415 U.S. 199, 231 (1974) (quoted with

approval in Chevron U.S.A., 467 U.S. at 843). Indeed, the weight

to be given an administrative construction varies depending on

whether the delegation of interpretative authority is express or

implied:

If Congress has explicitly left a gap
for the agency to fill, there is an

express delegation of authority to the

agency to elucidate a specific provision

of the statute by regulation. Such

legislative regulations are given

controlling weight unless they are

arbitrary, capricious, or manifestly
contrary to the statute. Sometimes the

legislative delegation to an agency on a

particular question is implicit rather

than explicit. In such as case, a court
may not substitute its own construction

for a reasonable interpretation made by
the administrator of an agency.

467 U.S. at 843-44. In either situation, however, the reviewing

court "need not conclude that the agency construction was the

only one it permissibly could have adopted to uphold the

construction, or even the reading the court would have reached if

the question initially had arisen in a judicial proceeding. " Id.

at 843 n. II (emphasis supplied). Rather, it need only determine

whether the construction was "reasonable" or permissible. See,

_._. Federal Election Commission v. Democratic Senatorial

Campai@n committee, 454 u.s. 27, 39 (1981) ("the task for the

[reviewing court] [is] not to interpret the statute as it
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[thinks] best but rather the narrower inquiry into whether the

[agency's] construction [is] 'sufficiently reasonable' to be

accepted by [the] court").

I The Administrator submits that Congress has expresslyelegated to the Attorney General (and, through him, the

_dministrator) the authority to determine the meaning of the

27/
statutory criteria under discussion. Given this express

delegation of interpretative authority, the Administrator's

interpretations should be entitled to "controlling weight"

because they are not "arbitrary, capricious, nor manifestly

contrary to the statute." Chevron U.S.A., 467 U.S. at 844. Even

if this Court were to find that the delegation of interpretative

authority is implicit instead of explicit, however, the interpre-

tations should be upheld as "reasonable."

As discussed previously, the Administrator's position is

_onsistent with the statutory language and legislative history of

the 1970 Act. Indeed, it has been recognized and approved by

Congress several times since 1984. This approval by Congress, as

well as the other authorities cited in the preceding section,

establish that the Administrator's interpretations are reasonable

and constitute permissible constructions of the statute.

In arguing that the Administrator's construction should not

27/ Section 201(a) of the 1970 Act, 21 U.S.C. § 811(a),

expressly provides that the Attorney General is to make the
findings prescribed under Section 302(b) of the Act, 21 U.S.C

§ 812(b), for placement of a drug or other substance on one of
the five schedules.
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>e upheld, Dr. Grinspoon heavily relies on case law and

Ldministrative declarations to the effect that the FDA does not

zegulate the practice of medicine as between doctor and patient.

bet. Brief at 17-20). But this reliance is entirely misplaced.

he authorities cited by Dr. Grinspoon concern use of drugs

V0i^ _reviously approved for marketina by the FDA for a use not yet
I

_pproved by the FDA (_.e., the use of a drug for a purpose not

listed in the approved labeling or package insert for the drug).

Such "approved" drugs already have some "accepted medical use in

treatment in the United States" and have been established as safe

for administration to humans under the conditions considered by

FDA.

The authorities cited by Dr. Grinspoon simply hold that

doctors who administer such drugs to humans for uses not

considered, and therefore approved, by the FDA do not thereby

violate the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, although they

remain subject to state medical malpractice and products

liability law for any adverse consequences resulting from such

' _8/
inapproved use. - Those authorities do not negate the

I

_roposition that the prior FDA approval of a drug for a medical

se establishes the "acceptance" of the drug as safe and

_ffective for use "in the United States." They merely indicate

hat FDA cannot regulate a physician's use of an approved drug

Or uses not specified in the labeling of that drug. In short,

28/ See, e._., Proposed Rule (21 C.F.R. Part 312), 48 Fed. Reg.
26720, 26733 (June 1983).
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the authorities relied on by Dr. Grinspoon simply are not

relevant to the legal issues in this case, particularly since

MDMA has not been approved by FDA for any use whatsoever.

Dr. Grinspoon also claims that the United States Court of

_ppeals for the District of Columbia "rejected" the Administra-

tor's interpretation of the phrase "accepted medical use in

treatment in the United States" in its decision in National

9rganization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) v. Drug

Enforcement Agency, 559 F.2d 735 (D.C. Cir. 1977). (Pet. Brief

15-16). This claim completely mischaracterizes what the court

id in that case. The court simply questioned a conclusorl,tatement made in a letter from the Assistant Secretary of Health

o the Administrator stating that "It]here is no accepted medical

se of marihuana in the United States [because] It]here is no

pproved New Drug Application for [marihuana]. The letter did

_ot elaborate on the agency's reasons for equating the lack of an

pproved New Drug Application for marihuana under the FDCA with a

inding that the drug has no "accepted medical use in treatment

.n the United States". The court simply stated that "It]he

_ .nterrelationship between the two Acts [the 1970 Act andthej'DCA] is far from clear" and questioned whether Congress intended

that FDA approval of a Schedule I drug must always precede the

filing of a petition with DEA to remove the drug from Schedule I.

It remanded the case for further proceedings consistent with its

opinion. Id. at 750 n. 65. On remand, the Commissioner of the

FDA published a Notice in the Federal Register, in which he noted

this part of the court's opinion and fully explained the
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reasoning behind the administrative interpretation. 47 Fed. Reg.

28141, 28150-51 (1982). (J.A. 314-326). 29/ Congress has

subsequently expressed its agreement of the Administrator's

interpretation. (See discussion, supra at 19-22).

Dr. Grinspoon also argues that use of the FDCA as the

standard for establishing whether drugs have "an accepted medical

use in treatment in the United States" is inappropriate because

the FDCA regulates only the shipment of drugs in interstate

commerce and does not reach the strictly intrastate manufacture

and use of drugs not approved under the FDCA. (Pet. Brief at

20). But approval of a drug under the FDCA establishes its

safety and effectiveness for the medical uses considered by the

_DA and makes the drug available throughout the nation through

_hipment in interstate commerce. Such approval, therefore,

l_rovides a far more reliable indication that a drug has "an

accepted medical use in treatment in the United States" (i.e.,

f_orOUghout the nation) than Dr. Grinspoon's proposal that MDMA beund to have "an accepted medical use in the United States" and

29/ The Commissioner indicated that approval of an NDA for a

Schedule I drug under the FDCA need not always precede a petition

for re-scheduling the drug under the CSA so long as the
petitioner submits sufficient data in support of its petition to

allow DEA and FDA to conclude that the substance would qualify

for NDA approval: "It]he lack of data from any sources

demonstrating that use of these substances is medically

acceptable, i.e., that sufficient data exists to qualify the

substances for NDA approval, confirms the finding that these

substances do not meet this criterion ["accepted medical use in

treatment in the United States"]. 47 Fed. Reg. at 28151.
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J
30/

,hysicians.

Finally, Dr. Grinspoon argues that use of approval under the

DCA to establish "accepted medical use" and "accepted safety for

_se" is inappropriate because so-called "orphan drugs" and drugs

3ubject to "treatment INDs" may be lawfully administered to

humans notwithstanding the fact that such drugs have not been

approved for marketing pursuant to a New Drug Application. (Pet.

rief 20-21). It is difficult to discern the relevancy of this
rgument. MDMA is not an "orphan drug" and there is no

treatment IND" for MDMA. 31/ Rather, it is a "new drug" under

30/ Dr. Grinspoon's argument is also inconsistent with the

following conqressional "finding and declaration" set forth in
Section I01 of the Act:

Controlled substances manufactured

and distributed intrastate cannot

be differentiated from controlled
substances manufactured and

distributed interstate. Thus, it

is not feasible to distinguish in
terms of controls between

controlled substances manufactured

and distributed interstate and

" controlled substances manufactured

and distributed intrastate.

21 U.S.C. § 801(5). Thus, use of approval under the FDCA, which

regulates interstate commerce, as the standard for determining
whether a drug has an "accepted medical use in treatment in the

United States" and "accepted safety for use ... under medical

supervision" is not inappropriate although the controls

promulgated using this standard will also reach drugs

manufactured and distributed on a strictly intrastate basis.

31/ It should be n_d that "orphan drugs" and drugs having

"treatment INDs" d_t have an "accepted medical use ... in the
United States" becauze they have not been approved for _eneral

/ (Footnote Continued)



the FDCA for which there is no approved a New Drug Application.

Thus, it has not been found safe and effective for medical use by

the FDA, it has not been approved for marketing in interstate

commerce, and it cannot be said to have an "accepted medical use

in treatment in the United States" or an "accepted safety for use

... under medical supervision."

The inescapable conclusion, therefore, is that the

Administrator's interpretations of the statutory criteria

"accepted medical use in treatment in the United States" and

"accepted safety for use ... under medical supervision" as

meaning that the FDA has approved it for marketing in interstate

commerce are entitled to deference by this Court. They are

consistent with the statutory language and legislative history of

the Act and have been subsequently approved by Congress in

amending the Act. Since the interpretations are reasonable and

permissible they should be accepted by this Court. See Chevron

U.S.A., 467 U.S. at 844.

II. THE ADMINISTRATOR PROPERLY DETERMINED

THAT MDMA HAS A "HIGH POTENTIAL FOR
ABUSE

(A) The Administrator Applied a Proper Standard and Fully

Explained the Reasons For His Decision: Dr. Grinspoon argues (i)

that the Administrator failed to articulate any legal standards

(Footnote Continued)

shipment in interstate commerce. Such drugs are permitted to be

shipped in interstate commerce for limited use as designated in

the drug's protocol on file with FDA. Since use of such drugs on

humans is highly restricted, and is essentially for research

purposes, these drugs do not have a "currently accepted medical
use in treatment in the United States."
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for assessing whether a substance has a "high potential for

abuse," (ii) failed to apply any standard whatsoever in making

this determination with respect to MDMA, and (iii) failed to

provide a reasoned explanation for concluding that the evidence

cited in support of his "Final Rule" justified a finding that

MDMA has a "high potential for abuse." As set forth below, these

arguments lack merit. Indeed, the Administrator, in making his

determination that MDMA has an "high potential for abuse" applied

the standards expressly approved by Congress in the legislative

history of the Act and fully explained his reasons for concluding

that MDMA met those standards.

The House Committee Report on the bill which ultimately

became the 1970 Act set forth in considerable detail several

alternative standards which may be applied in determining whether

a drug or other substance has a "potential for abuse":

(I) ...evidence that individuals are

taking the drug or drugs containing such
a substance in amounts sufficient to

create a hazard to their health or to

the safety of other individuals or of

the community; or

(2) ...significant diversion of the

drug or drugs from ... legitimate drug
channels; or

(3) Individuals are taking the
drug...on their own initiative rather
than on the basis of medical advice from

a practitioner licensed by law to

administer such drugs in the course of

his professional practice; or

(4) The drug or drugs containing such a
substance are new drugs so related in

their action to a drug or drugs already

listed as having a potential for abuse

to make it likely that the drug will

have the same potentiality for abuse of
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such drugs, thus making it reasonable to

assume that there may be significant

diversions from legitimate channels,

significant use contrary to or without
medical advise, or that it has a

substantial capability of creating
hazards to the health of the user or the

safety of the community.

H. Rep. No. 1444, 98th Cong. 2nd Sess. (1970), reprinted in 1970

U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 4566, 4601 (1970) (emphasis supplied).

As indicated by use of the disjunctive connector "or", Congress

believed that any one of these standards could be used to

establish that a drug or other substance has a potential for

abuse. The Administrator articulated findings based on the

evidence which established that MDMA not only has a "potential

for abuse," but also that it has a "hi@h potential for abuse,"

under the third and fourth standards cited above.

The Administrator made twenty specific findings (Nos. 70-90)

(J.A. 21-22, Findings 70-90) based on evidence that individuals

were taking MDMA on their own initiative, rather than on the

basis of medical advice, with alarming frequency. The findings

included the following: (i) between the emergency placement of

_DMA in Schedule I on July I, 1985 and the closing of the

Idministrative record on November i, 1985 -- a period of only

!our months -- DEA laboratories received 14 exhibits of MDMA for

!exas alone which contained over 35,000 dosage units of the

_ubstance (Finding No. 71); (ii) DEA had encountered five

_landestine laboratories producing, or capable of producing, MDMA

n kilogram (100,000 dosage unit) quantities (Finding No. 78);

and (iii) Dr. Siegel, a witness in the administrative proceeding,

had testified that "non-medical street use" of MDMA in the United
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States had escalated from an estimated 10,000 doses distributed

in all of 1976 to 30,000 doses per month (360,000 annually) in

1985 (Finding No. 83). 32/ Certainly, such findings support the

Administrator's conclusion that MDMA has a "high potential for

abuse."

More importantly, the Administrator made no less than 47

indings (J.A. 19-21, Findings 19-16) concerning evidence of the

lose structural and pharmacological similarity between MDMA and

ubstances known to have a "hi@h potential for abuse" andherefore placed in Schedules I and II. 33/ For example, the

Administrator noted that the chemical structure of MDMA is

substantially similar to those of amphetamine, methamphetamine,

and 3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine ("MDA") all of which are in

Schedules I or II based, in part, upon their "high potential for

abuse." He also cited animal studies, human behavioral studies,

nd a survey of MDMA users by Dr. Siegel which suggest that MDMA

s related in its effects to the Schedule I or II substances MDA,
_SD, cocaine, and mescaline. These findings alone would have

been sufficient for the Administrator to conclude that MDMA has a

32/ Indeed, the Administrator noted that Dr. Grinspoon himself

had reported that MDMA was being taken by a growing number of

people, particularly students and young professionals, in a

casual and recreational manner. (J.A. 22, Finding 87).

33/ In the legislative history of the Controlled Substances

Analogue Act of 1986, Congress reaffirmed the paramount

importance of the structural and pharmacological similarity

between an "analogue" and a Schedule I or II substance in

determining whether the "analogue" should be subject to Schedule

I controls and penalties. See H.R. Rep. No. 848, 99th Cong., 2d

Sess. at 6 (1986) (reproduced as Addendum A to this brief).
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l

"!high potential for abuse" since they satisfy the fourth
i

91ternative standard set out in the legislative history on "n.__ew_

rugs s9 related in their actic ea

d as having a _pote___ntia___lf_ke it likely that the

Inew] drug will have the same potentiality for abuse aszsuch

drugs." But the Administrator did not stop there. He also noted

in his "Discussion" of the evidence that (i) the United Nations

Commission on Narcotic Drugs had placed MDMA in Schedule I of the

Convention on Psychotropic Substances and (ii) that MDMA had been

placed in Schedule H of the Canadian Food and Drug Act along with

MDA and LSD. (J.A. 23).

Dr. Grinspoon, in arguing that the Administrator applied no

legal standard whatsoever in finding that MDMA has a "high

potential for abuse," wholly ignores the four alternative

standards previously discussed and points instead to a single

passage in the legislative history of the 1970 Act on the meaning

of the word "substantial," which he fails to quote in its

entirety. ((Pet. Brief 25-26). The passage from the House

Committee Report (which, in turn, was quoting from a committee

report on the Drug Abuse Contro_ Ame'_dments of 1965) reads in its

entirety:

IT]he term "substantial" means more than

a mere scintilla of isolated abuse, but

less than a preponderance. Therefore,

documentation that, say, several hundred

thousand dosage units of a drug have
been diverted would be 'substantial'

evidence of abuse despite the fact that

tens of millions of dosage units of that

drug are legitimately used in the same

time period.

H. Rep. No. 1444, reprinted in 1970 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News at
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4602 (emphasis supplied). It is clear that Congress was merely

giving an example of the level of proof -- an example which

applies only to the second of the four alternative standards

("significant diversion of the drug or drugs from legitimate drug

zhannels") and which is simply irrelevant as regards the

scheduling of MDMA which d_ms not exist in "legitimate drug

channels" and therefore cannot be diverted. There is more than a

preponderance of evidence to support the Administrator's

conclusion that MDMA has a "high potential for abuse" under the

third and fourth of the four alternative standards articulated by

Congress.

Dr. Grinspoon also complains that the Administrator did not

ddress or make specific findings with respect to the eight

Factors listed under Section 201(c) of the Controlled Substances

%ct, 21 U.S.C. § 811(c), in determining MDMA's potential for

zbuse. (Pet. Brief 23-24). But the House Committee Report on

lhe 1970 Act states that the factors "do

clearly eight not

equire specific findings to be made with respect to control

under ... [the] schedules." 1970 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News at

4603. Rather, the factors need only "be considered in making the

special findings required under Section 202(b) [21 U.S.C. §

812(b)] for control under such schedules." Id. A fair reading

of the Administrator's Final Rule makes clear that he gave

thorough consideration to the three factors directly relevant to

determining "potential for abuse": (I) the "actual or relative

potential for abuse; (4) the "history and current pattern of

abuse"; and (5) the "scope, duration, and significance of abuse."
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Thus, Dr. Grinspoon's complaint in this regard is without merit.

Dr. Grinspoon also points to the fact that amphetamine and

methamphetamine -- drugs to which MDMA is closely related -- were

originally placed in Schedule III of the Controlled Substances

ct when it was enacted in 1970. (Pet. Brief 26-29). Drugs in

chedule III have less than the "high potential for abuse"

zequired for placement of a drug in Schedules I and II. {See 21

J.S.C. § 812(b) (3) (A)). But Congress placed liquid

_/ nethamphetamine -- to which MDMA is also structurally and

pharmacologically related -- in Schedule II. (See 21 U.S.C. §

812, Schedule II(c)). Moreover, the Conference Committee Report

on the 1970 Act plainly states that the floor managers of the

bill understood that the Attorney General would initiate

administrative proceedings to re-schedule some amphetamine-based

substances from Schedule III to Schedule II soon after the bill's

34/
enactment. In fact, amphetamine and methamphetamine were

re-scheduled to Schedule II effective July 7, 1971 based, in

35/
part, on their "high potential for abuse."

Finally, Dr. Grinspoon argues, based on a statements made by

an Administration witness in hearings before the House Committee

considering the 1970 drug legislation, that the "relativeotential abuse" of a substance may only be determined on the

asis of actual abuse. (Pet. Brief at 30-32). But Dr.

34/ See Conf. Rep. No. 1603, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1970),

reprinted in 1970 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 4657, 4659 (1970).

35/ 36 Fed. Reg. 12734 (July 7, 1971).
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Grinspoon's reliance on these statements is misplaced. As

earlier mentioned, statements by witnesses at congressional

hearings are entitled to little or no weight as indicia of

congressional intent on an issue. 36/ This is particularly true

where, as here, the House Committee Report on the bill expressly

states that "[w]ith respect to the question of the extent to

which actual, as distinguished from potential, abuse [is]

required to be established, ... 'the [Administrator] should not

be required to wait until ... substantial problems have already

,, 37/
arisen before designating a drug as subject to controls'.

The Administrator in his Final Rule determined the "relative

abuse" of MDMA by comparing it to the abuse potentials of drugs

Io structurally pharmacologically similar. This

which it is and

etermination of "relative abuse" is consistent with one of the

our alternative standards set forth in the legislative history

_f the 1970 Act and reaffirmed by Congress in 1986. The
38/

Administrator also considered evidence of "actual abuse"

includinq, inter alia, testimony that there were approximately

360,000 "street distributions" of MDMA in 1985.

Thus, the Administrator applied the proper legal standards

in determining that MDMA has a "high potential for abuse" and

36/ See note 25, supra, and accompanying text.

37/ H. Rep. No. 1444, reprinted in 1970 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad.
News at 4602 (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 130, 89th Cong., ist Sess. at
7 (1965)).

38/ See note 33, supra.
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fully explained his reasons for reaching that conclusion.

(B) The Administrator's Decision is Supported bv

"Substantial Evidence": Dr. Grinspoon argues that the

Administrator's action was arbitrary, capricious and not in

accordance with the law because there was "no evidence" in the

record to support the Administrator's conclusion that MDMA has a

high potential for abuse. (Pet. Brief at I). As indicated in

the preceding section of this brief, the Administrator cited to

voluminous evidence and applied the proper legal standard in

determining this issue. For the reasons set forth below, the

Administrator's action is supported by "substantial evidence" and

is neither arbitrary nor capricious nor contrary to the law.

The Supreme Court has stated the "substantial evidence

standard as follows:

[W]e have defined substantial evidence

as "such relevant evidence as a

reasonable mind might accept as adequate
to support a conclusion." Universal

Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. &74, 477
(1951). The reviewing court must take

into account contradictory evidence in
the record, id., at 487-488, but "the

possibility of drawing two inconsistent
conclusions from the evidence does not

prevent an administrative agency's
findings from being supported by

substantial evidence," Consolo v.FMC,

383 U.S. 607, 620 (1966).

American Textile Manufacturers Institute, Inc. v. Donovan, 452

U.S. 490, 522-23 (1981). Thus, "[e]ven if reasonable minds could

also go the other way, [this Court] must uphold the [agency] if

its ultimate finding is supported by substantial evidence in the

record as a whole." National Labor Relations Board v. J.K.
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39/
Electronics, Inc., 592 F.2d 5, 7 (ist Cir. 1979).

Relevant aspects of the evidentiary findings supporting the

Administrator's conclusions were recited in the previous section

of this brief and will not be repeated here. Moreover, all of

the findings in support of the Final Rule are part of the record

on this appeal. Clearly there is substantial evidence in the

record such that a reasonable mind might accept as supporting the

conclusion that MDMA has a "high potential for abuse."

Dr. Grinspoon, in his brief, musters what record evidence he
can to support his argument that MDMA does not have a "high

potential for abuse. Much of his argument is to the effect that

the Administrator chose to credit more recent evidence of high

MDMA abuse 40/ instead of pre-1985 evidence showing lesser levels

of abuse. The law is clear, however, that, while a reviewing

court "must take into account whatever in the record detracts

39/ Where, as here, the Administrator expressly noted his
disagreement with the recommendations of the ALJ, independently

considered the record, and set forth the reasons for his

disagreement, his determination must stand if supported by

substantial evidence. See Normile v. McFague, 685 F.2d 9, 12
(ist Cir. 1982) (citing cases). Accord Reckitt & Colman, td. v.

Administrator, DEA 788 F.2d 22,26 (D.C. Cir. 1986) ["The IDEA
Administrator] and not the ALJ is the ultimate factfinder. While

it is true that reviewing courts must take the ALJ's findings

into account, the significance to be ascribed to them depends

largely on the importance of credibility in the particular case.

The dispute in this case centered not on the occurrence or

nonoccurrence of historical facts, or other issues for which

demeanor evidence would be highly probative, but rather on
matters of scientific _judgment and expertise .... On such

matters, the Administrator remains free to disagree" (citations

and quotations omitted)).

40/ See discussion, supra at 34-35.
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from [the] weight" of the evidence supporting the Administrator's

position, it may not "displace the [agency's] choice between two

fairly conflicting views." Universal Camera Corp. v. National

Labor Relations Board, 340 U.S. 474, 488 (1951). 4-!I/

Dr. Grinspoon next complains of the Administrator's reliance

on evidence concerning (i) the chemical structural similarity

9etween MDMA and other Schedule I and II drugs; (ii) the similar

42/
9harmacological effects of MDMA and other drugs; -- (iii) animal

trug discrimination studies; (iv) animal self-administration

studies; and (v) recent studies of the neurotoxic effects of MDMA

and related drugs on rats. Dr. Grinspoon would prefer that this

Court give controlling weight to the evidence cited by him in his

brief. But, again, the law is clear that "[w]here the agency

presents scientifically respectable evidence which the petitioner

:an continually dispute with rival and, we will assume, equally

zespectable evidence, the court must not second-guess the

9articular way the agency chooses to weigh the conflicting

_vidence or resolve the dispute." United Steelworkers of America

v. Marshall, 647 F.2d 1189, 1263 (D.C. Cir. 1980), cert. denied,

41/ This is true even where a court might "justifiably had made
a different choice had the matter been before it de novo." Id.

42/ As discussed in the preceding portion of this brief,

consideration of structural and pharmacological similarities

between MDMA and drugs in Schedules I and II is directly
consistent with one of the four alternative standards articulated

in the legislative history of the 1970 Act for determining

"potential for abuse." Moreover, Congress recently affirmed the

importance of such evidence when it passed the "Controlled

Substances Analogue Act of 1986." See note 33, supra.
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453 U.S. 913 (1981) (quoted with approval in Asarco, Inc. v.

OSHA, 746 F.2d 483, 490 (9th Cir. 1984). 43/

I Essentially, Dr. Grinspoon is asking this Court to credit

vidence and witnesses favorable to his position on this issue

ather than the evidence and witnesses given greater credence by

_d_n_t_rto _e_eC_ti_ t_o_u'l_sh_ _s_g_h_ he

matter." Thompson Medical Co, 791 F.2d at 196 (citations

omitted). Its task "is only to determine if the

[Administrator's] findings are supported by substantial evidence

on the record as a whole." Id.

The findings set forth in the Administrator's Final Rule,

particularly those concerning the more recent actual abuse of

MDMA and the structural and pharmacological similarities between

MDMA and other Schedule I and II drugs, are clearly sufficient to

be accepted by a reasonable mind as supporting the conclusion

that MDMA has a "high potential for abuse" and therefore

constitute "substantial evidence" in support the Administrator's

conclusion on this issue.

Furthermore, the Administrator's determination that MDMA has

a high potential for abuse" was not arbitrary, capricious, or

contrary to the law. The Administrator (i) examined the relevant

43/ See also Thompson Medical Co., Inc. v. Federal Trade
Commission, 791F.2d 189, 196 (D.C. Cir. 1986) ("We deplore

Thompson's attempt to retry this matter before us. Appellate

courts have neither the expertise or the resources to evaluate
complex scientific claims").
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data and articulated a satisfactory explanation for his action

including a rational connection between the facts found and the

choice made; and (ii) based his decision on this issue on a

consideration of the relevant factors set out in the statute and

legislative history. Thus, his decision should be upheld. See

Motor Vehicle Manufacturer's Association v. State Farm Mutual

Automobile Insurance Co., 463 U.S. 29, 42-43 (1983).

III. THE ADMINISTRATOR DID NOT IMPROPERLY

FAIL TO CONSIDER THE IMPACT ON

RESEARCH OF PLACING MDMA IN
SCHEDULE I.

I Dr. Grinspoon argues that the Administrator, in his Final

Rule, made no reference to evidence showing that the placement of
I
JMDMA in Schedule I would strongly discourage medical research on

that drug. This assertion is simply wrong.

The Administrator, in the "Discussion" section of the Final

lule, stated that he "read with interest the comments from

various parties concerning what effect placement of MDMA into

Schedule I would have on legitimate research into the substance."

J.A. 23). He then went on for four paragraphs analyzing the

ffect of placement in Schedule I, as opposed to other Schedules,

_ould have on research on MDMA. He concluded by stating that

[a] review of the above regulations demonstrates that those who

ish to conduct research with MDMA have available avenues by

4hich to pursue such research" (J.A. 23).

What is most remarkable about this passage, which Dr.

_rinspoon insists does not exist, is that the Administrator was

n_er no leqal requirement to even consider,

bat placement of a drug in Schedule I would have on research_J
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There is simply nothing in the statutory language, the

legislative history, or the implementing regulations making this

topic a "relevant factor" for consideration in determining on

what schedule, if any, a drug should be placed.

IV. THE ADMINISTRATOR DID NOT

IMPROPERLY RELY UPON, OR GIVE

UNDUE WEIGHT TO, THE "EVALUATION
AND RECOMMENDATION" OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF HHS

As noted above, the Administrator submitted information

concerning MDMA to the Assistant Secretary for Health of the

Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS") on March 13, 1984

and requested that HHS evaluate the information and make a

recommendation regarding the proper scheduling of MDMA. This was

done pursuant to 21U.S.C. § 811(b). On June 6, 1984, the

Assistant Secretary submitted his agency's "evaluation and

recommendation" to the Administrator. HHS recommended that MDMA

be placed in Schedule I. The singular effect of the

"recommendation and evaluation" was to trigger the administrative

3roceedings in which Dr. Grinspoon and other parties were given

_ull opportunity to submit evidence and make legal arguments.

_he Administrator, in his "Final Rule," made passing reference to

:he HHS evaluation and recommendation in two of his 92 findings

f fact in support of his conclusion that MDMA should be placed

n Schedule I. He never stated that he was bound by the

'levaluation and recommendation" and there is no indication that

he accorded any greater weight to the "evaluation and

recommendation" than to any other item of evidence or testimony

cited in the findings of fact.
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Dr. Grinspoon now argues that the Administrator improperly

elied upon the HHS "evaluation and recommendation" because that

_valuation is legally defective on several grounds. As shown

44/
_elow, all of those grounds are without merit.

4/ Dr. Grinspoon first argues that the HHS "evaluation and

ecommendation" is legally defective because the Administrator
pplied an improper legal standard in determining whether MDMA

as a "currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United

tates." This argument is addressed in parts "I" and "II" of

this brief and that discussion will not be repeated here.

r Dr. Grinspoon next argues that the HHS "evaluation and

_ecommendatlon" was legally defectlve, arbitrary, and capricious
_or failure to consider all "relevant factors," viz for failure
:o consult medical organizations or to consider data other than

:hat submitted by the Administrator on MDMA's alleged "accepted
_edical use" and "safety" for such use. However, the "relevant

_actors" for HHS's "evaluation and recommendation" are the eight
_actors set out under 21 U.S.C. § 811(c), which HHS is required
_o consider as a matter of law under 21 U.S.C. _ 211(b). The

ecord makes it abundantly clear that HHS considered each of the

ight factors. (J.A. 309-311). In doing so, it was under no
egal requirement to consult with medical organizations or to

onsider data other than those submitted by the Administrator.

See 21 U.S.C. § 811(b). Thus, HHS properly considered all
"relevant factors" and its "evaluation and recommendation" is not

legally defective or arbitrary and capricious. See, e._., Bowman

Transportation, Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Freight System, Inc., 419
U.S. 281, 285 (1974).

Dr. Grinspoon next contends that the HHS "evaluation and

recommendation" is legally defective because the Assistant

Secretary reached a conclusion different from that of the

Commissioner of Food and Drugs without giving a reasonable

_xplanation for doing so. This argument apparently refers to the
_act that the Commissioner used the term "significant potential

_or abuse" instead of "high potential for abuse" in describing

ihe abuse potential of MDMA. But the Commissioner (as well as
Ill other participants in the HHS review) ultimately concluded

zhat MDMA should be placed in Schedule I. (J.A. 281, 282, 309).

_hus, he must have concluded that MDMA has a "high potential for

ibuse" notwithstanding his use of the word "significant."
3ecause the Administrator reached the same ultimate conclusion as

:he Commissioner there was no difference of opinion and,

therefore, no need to provide any reasoned explanation.
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But even assuming ar_uendo that the "evaluation and
recommendation" were in any respect legally defective and

therefore incompetent as an item of evidence, there is still more

:han substantial evidence in the other 90 findings of fact to

support the Administrator's conclusion. Thus, the

Administrator's reliance on the HHS "evaluation and

recommendation" would constitute harmless error. See, _._.,

Carstens v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 742 F.2d 1546, 1558

(D.C. Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 105 S. Ct. 2675 (1985) (admission

of incompetent evidence was harmless error where agency's

findings supported by other "substantial evidence"); Braniff

Airways, Inc. v. Civil Aeronautics Board, 379 F.2d 453, 456 (D.C.

Cir. 1967) ("court will not reject an agency finding that is

supported by substantial evidence merely because the agency also

incidentally mentions incompetent...material").

Dr. Grinspoon also complains of two alleged procedural

irregularities in the HHS review process: (i) the failure of the

HHS staff to transmit a memorandum from the National Institute on

Drug Abuse ("NIDA") -- in which NIDA stated that "direct evidence

that MDMA has any abuse potential in animals is not

substantiated, based on the evidence DEA provided" -- to the

Assistant Secretary; and (ii) the alleged failure of HHS to

follow "internal agency procedures" by failing to convene and

consult its Drug Abuse Advisory Committee on the MDMA issue. Dr.

Grinspoon bears the burden of demonstrating material prejudice
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45/
resulting from these alleged procedural irregularities.

Dr. Grinspoon cannot carry this burden in this case for

several reasons. First, as regards the NIDA memorandum, the

ultimate conclusion reached by NIDA was that MDMA should be

placed in Schedule I. This was the same conclusion ultimately

reached by the Assistant Secretary. Thus, there was no prejudice

to Dr. Grinspoon because of the failure to transmit that

_emorandum to the Assistant Secretary. Second, with respect to

the failure to consult the Advisory Committee, there is no

.=ormalized internal procedural regulation requiring the Secretary

o consult the Committee. Finally and most importantly, as

_egards both alleged irregularities, the singular effect of the

HS "evaluation and recommendation" was to cause the
i , , , , • , , • o •

dmlnlstratlon to Inltlate the admlnlstratlve proceedlngs at

_hich Dr. Grinspoon and other interested parties were given full

_ _pportunity to introduce and make use of record evidence

_.' '_ !lincluding the NIDA memorandum)and to make legal arguments. It

uv is difficult, therefore, to discern any prejudice to Dr.

_ Grinspoon resulting from the HHS "evaluation and recommendation.

_ See County of Del Norte v. United States, 732 F.2d 1462, 1467
j_(9th Cir. 1984), cart______:,denied, 469 U.S. 1189 (1985)

45/ See, e._., Carstens v. NRC, 742 F.2d at 1558; Connor v. U.S.
Civil Service Commission, 721 F.2d 1054, 1056 (6th Cir. 1983);

Dodson v. National Transportation Safety Board, 644 F.2d 647, 652

(7th Cir. 1981); NLRB v. Lee Office Equipment, 572 F.2d 704, 708
(9th Cir. 1978).
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("insubstantial errors in an administrative proceeding that

prejudice no one do not require that administrative proceedings

be set aside"); Dodson, 644 F.2d at 652 ("an agency action will

not be upset in the event of a harmless procedural error ....

especially . . . where the error was harmless because there was

no resulting prejudice, or where the failure to follow the

procedural rule inflicts no significant injury upon the party

entitled to the rule's observance") (citations omitted)).

Finally, Dr. Grinspoon argues that the HHS "evaluation and

ecommendation" was not binding on the Administrator in

)romulgating the Final Rule. The Administrator, however, never

_tated that it was binding. In fact, he made only passing

reference to it in just two of the 92 findings of fact cited in

support of the Final Rule and hhere is no indication that the

Administrator assigned greater weight to the HHS "evaluation and

recommendation" then to any other piece of record evidence cited.

Thus, the Administrator's reliance on the HHS "evaluation

and recommendation" was not improper or, if it was, any resulting

error was harmless.
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CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, Dr. Grinspoon's petition

should be denied and the Administrator's Final Rule placing MDMA

in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act should be

affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,

Harry _. Harbin
Trial Attorney

NarcotiC& Dangerous Drug
Sectio_

Criminal D_i-vision

Department of Justice

Charlotte A. Johnson

Attorney
Office of Chief Counsel

Drug Enforcement Administration

Department of Justice

February ii, 1987
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ADDENDUM A



99Ta CONGaZSS ] { RzPT. 99-848_d Sess/_. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Part 1

DESIGNER DRUG ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1986

SePTEMSeR19, 1986.--Ordered to be printed

Mr. HUGHES, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT

[To accompany H.R. 5246 which on July 24, 1986, was referred jointly to the
Committee on the Judiciary and the Committee on Energy and Commerce]

[Including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill
(H.R. 5246) to amend the Controlled Substances Act to prohibit cer-
tain conduct with respect to controlled substance analogs, having
considered the same, report favorably thereon with an amendment
and recommend that the bill as amended do pass.

The amendment is as follows:
Strike all after the enacting clause and insert the following:

SECTIONI. SHO_rr_,rLF.

This Act may be cited as the "Designer Drug Enforcement Act of 1986".
SEC.2. INCLUSIONOF DESIGNERDRUGSINCONTROLLEDSUBSTANCESACT.
(a)Dz_NrnoN.--Section102 ofthe ControlledSubstancesAct (21U.S.C.802)is

amended by addingattheend thereofthefollowing:.
"(31)(A)Exceptas providedin subparagraph(B),the term 'controlledsub-

stanceanalogue'means a subst_qnce---
"(i)thechemicalstructureofwhich issubstantiallysimilartothechemi-

ca/structureofa controlledsubstanceinscheduleIorl'I;and
"(iiXI)which has a stimulant,depressant,or hallucinogeniceffecton the

centralnervoussystem;or
"(II)withrespecttoa particularperson,whichsuchpersonrepresentsor

intendstohavea stimulant,depr,_-_nt,orhallucinogeniceffecton thecen-
tralnervoussystemsubstantiallysimilartoorgreaterthan thestimulant,
depressant,orhallucinogeniceffecton thecentralnervoussystemofa con-
trolledsubstance.

"(B)Such termdoesnotinclude--
"(i)acontrolledsubstance;
"(ii)any substanceforwhich thereisan approvednew drugapplication;
"(iii)withrespecttoa particularpersonany substance,ifan exemptionis

ineffectforinvestigationaluse,forthatperson,undersection505 ofthe
FederalFood,Drug,and CosmeticAct (21U.S.C.355)totheextentconduct
withrespecttosuchsubstanceispursuanttosuchexemption;or
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"(iv) any substance to the extent not intended for human consumption
before such an exemption take8 effect with _ to that subatanee. '°.

Co)_m_r or Commo,-_m Su_rr_cz AN_a_oamc_--Part B of the Controlled
Substances Act is mended by adding at the end the following new section:

TIREATIt(Et_rTOPCONlqgOUJn_ffUBSTANCEANAIJOGUES

"SEe 203. A controlled mabstance analogue shall, to the extent intended for
human consumption, be =_.s_l, for the purposea of the Controlled Substances Ac_
and the Controlled Substances Import and Export Act as a controlled substance in
schedule I.".

(c) Cur.alca_L AMraqnMr._rr.--The table of contents of the Comprehensive Drug
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970 is amended by inserting after the item
relating to section 202 the followingnew item:
"Sec. 203.Treatment of controlled substance analogues.".

PURPOSE OFTHE LEGISLATION

This billwillenablethe Drug Enforcement Administrationto in-
vestigateand prosecute clandestine chemists who develop subtle
chemical variationsof controlledsubstances(calledanalogues or
"designerdrugs")forillicitdistributionand abuse.

SUMMARY OF THE LEGISLATION

The legislationisdesignedboth toenableswiftinvestigationand
prosecutionof illicitdrug designersand to fullyprotectthe inter-
ests of legitimatescientificinvestigationinto the propertiesof
drugsthatmay have important therapeuticpotential
The legislationisstructuredtomake availableallofthe criminal

and regulatorysystems ofcontrolofthe ControlledSubstancesAct
and the ControlledSubstances Import and Export Act.For crimi-
nal enforcement under currentlaw,thoseincludeup to a 15 year
prisonsentence(up to30 years fora secondoffense),doubled penal-
tiesforselLingto personsunder age 21 or in or near schools,dou-
bled penaltiesfor repeat offenders,up to lifeimprisonment for
thoseoperatingcontinuingcriminalenterprises,authorityto wire-
tap,and forfeitureofthe violators'profits,i
The term "controlledsubstanceanalogue" isdefinedto conform

as closelyas possibletothe policyofthe ControlledSubstances Act
by requiringa chemical relationship_o a substancewhich iscon-
trolled(i.e.a chemicalstructuresubstantiallysimilartothatofany
controlledsubstance)and eitherthe existenceof some stimulant,
depressantor hallucinogeniceffecton the centralnervous system,
or a representationor intentthat the substancehave a stimulant,
depressant or Imllucinogeniceffectsubstantiallysimilar to, or
greaterthan,such effectofany controlledsubstance.

BACKGROUND

In 1983 the Administration'srequestto undertake "emergency
scheduling"of substanceswhich effectthe centralnervous when
they are found to have created"an imminent danger to the public
safety"was included in the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of

On August 13,1986,theCommit_teeon theJudiciaryorderedreportedthebillH.IL5394,the
Narcotics Penalties and Enforcement Act of 1986 which will provide s_p__'_-!mandatory penal-
ties formanufacturers and traffickers in controlled suhstanoe analogues.
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1983, submitted to the Congress by President Reagan on March 15,
1983 (House Document 98-32 and _ 2151).

On January 31, 1984, Representatives WiHiRrn J. Hughes and
Harold S. Sawyer introduced that proposal, among other proposed
amendments as HR. 4698 (Congressional Record, January 31, 1984,
page E 219).

On February 22, 1984 the Subcommittee on Crime began its in-
vestigation into the new chemical substances, "controlled substance
analogues," that soon thereafter became popularly known as "de-
signer drugs." At that time the Administration requested the au-
thority to undertake "emergency scheduling" of substances which
effect the central nervous when they are found to have created "an
imminent danger to the public safety" such as "China white", a
synthetic heroin, actually a fentanyl analog that had not yet been
controUed. 2 The reason for the proposal was the DEA belief that
the lag between the suggestion by the Attorney General (the Drug
Enforcement Admlni._Tafion) that a substance ought to be con-
trolled or rescheduled _ and the required i'mdings by the Secretary
of Health and Human Services (the Food and Drug Administration)
that a particular drug ought to be controlled or rescheduled 4 was
too long. In the case of certain analogs of PCP it took 15 months
for the substances to be schedule<L Under the "emergency schedul-
ing" authority, DEA believed that the scheduling could be accom-
plished in 10 or 12 months less time. 5

The Subcommittee on Crime marked up and reported H.R. 4698
on April 26, 1984 as a dean bill, I-LI_ 5656. On May 23, 1984 the
Committee on the Judiciary ordered I-LP_ 5656 reported to the full
House (H. Rept_ 98-835, Part 1). Section 3 of the bill created the
procedure for scheduling substances on an expedited and tempo-
rary basis, to apply to "designer drugs" such as fentanyl analogues,
MPPP and MPTP and PCP analogue_ • This provision was enacted
as section 508 of the Dangerous Drug Diversion Control Act (chap-
ter V, part B of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, P.L.
98-473, October 12, 1984).

SUSCOMMArr_ H_4_RING

On May 1, 1986 the Subcommittee on Crime held a hearing on
legislation relating to the problem of designer drugs. Testimony
was taken from Representative Charles B. Rangel, 16th Congres-
sional District of New York; Senator Lawton Chiles, Florida; Rich-

, Testimony of Gene Haisl/p, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of Dive.ion Control,
Drug Enforcement Administration. before the Subcommittee on Crime of the House Committee
on the Judiciary at hearings on H_R. 4698, Diversion of Prescription Drugs to Illegal ChanneLs
and the Dangerous Drug Diversion Control Act, February 22, 1984, Serial No. 139, 98th Cong. 2d
sess. p. 148; and letter of April 2, 1984 from Chairman WilLiam J. Hughes to Gene HaLslip and
reply by Administrator Francis bL Mullea, Jr. on April 23, 1984 at pp. 156-7. See also '_he War
on Drugs Is Over. The Government Has Lest." by Jack Sharer, INQUIRY, February 1984, re-
printed in the Hearinp on H.R. 4698 at pp. 460-466.

• Under section 201(a) of the Controlled Sufferances Act (21 U_.C. 811(a)).
4 Under section 201(b) of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U_.C. 811(b)).
• See letter of April 23, 1984 and attachments to Chairman William J. Hughes from DEA Ad-

ministrator Francis M. Mullen, Jr. in Hearinge before the Subcommittee on Crime of the House
Committee on the Judiciary on H.R. 4698, Diversion of Prescription Drugs to Illegal ChanneLs
and the Dangerous Drug Diversion Control Act, February 22, 1984, Serial No. 139, 98th Cong. 2d
sees. at pp. 157-9.

• House Report 98-835, Part L at pp. 9-13.
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ard Hawks, Ph.D., Chief, Research Technology Branch, Division of
Preclinical Research, National Institute on Drug Abuse, Public
Health Service, U_S. Department of Health and Human Services,
accompanied by Vernon Houk, M.D., Director, Center for Environ-
mental Health, Centers for D_se Control, U_S. Department of
Health and Human Services; and Edward C. Tocus, Ph.D, Director,
Drug Abuse Staff within the Center for Drugs and Biologics, Food
and Drug Admlnistmtion, U_S. Department of Health and Human
Services; James N. Hall, Director, UpFrent Drug Inform-tion
Center, Miami, Florida; Robert T. Angarela, Esquire, Hyman,
Phelps and McNamara, Washington, D.C.; Lester Grinspoon, M_D.,
Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical So.boo1, Cam-
bridge, M ns_chusetts; Everett Ellinwood, M.D., Professor of Psy-
chiatry and Pharmacology, Duke University Medical Center, on

1¢beha_ of the American Psychiatric Associatiom The statement of
Stephen S. Trott, Assistant Attorney General, Crimln,1 Division,
U=S. Department of Justice was received for the record.

N_-t-_ FOR THE LEGISLATION

Designer drugs such as the fentanyl analogues have resulted in
over one hundred drug overdoses because in some cases they are as
much as 3000 times more potent than herein. One designer drug
(MPPP, an -n_logue of meperidine (DemereD) has been marketed
with processing impurities (MPTP) that has caused almost total pa-
ralysis in dozens of young people because MPTP is believed to
cause parkln_onism. At least another 400 persons have been identi-
fied as being at serious risk of developing parkinsonism due to
their exposure to the impurities associated with this designer
drug. 7

Each controlled substance has been precisely defined and has
been demonstrated through scientific tests as having a potential for
abuse, meaning that it has a stimulant, depressant or hallucinogen-
ic effect on the central nervous system, which is the basis for the
strict control of such substances. (section 201(0 of the ControLled
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 811(i9).

Makers of "designer drugs" chemically alter a controUed sub-
stance by making slightalterationsbut rn_inminlng the basic
chemical structureof the drug in order to produce a new, uncon-
trolledchemical which produces an effecton the centralnervous
system likethatofa controlledsubstance.
These new substances are not controlledand thereforetheir

manufacture and distributioncurrentlydo not violatethe Con-
trolledSubstances Act.The 98th Congress extended to DEA the
power tocontrolsuch new substanceson an emergency basis.DEA
has used the authorityfive times to control13 new dangerous
drugs, including10 fentanyl analogues;MDMA, an analogue of
MDA (ascheduleI substance);and MPPP and PEPAP (analguesof
meperidine).In the Committee'sview,generallythisauthorityhas

TTes_Amony of Lawton Chiles, U_S. Senator from Florida at Hearings before the Subo_mmlt-
tee on Crime of the House Committee on the Judiciary on H.R. 2014, I'LR. 2977, H.R- 3936, H.R.
5231,H.It5246,and & 1437,LegislationrelatingtotheProblemofDesignerDrug_ May 1,1986,
99thCong.2d _; and HearingbeforetheSenateCommitteeon theBudget,July18,1985,99th
Cong_2d scs_S.Hrg.99-124chairedby SenatorChiles.
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been used very effectively to address much of the designer drug
problen_ , =

However, DEA in the course of its investigations has found a
very small number of illicit chemists have been very carefully de-
veloping new drugs to stay ahead of DEA's scheduling action& As a
consequence, even with the emergency scheduling authority, the
pubHc'remRin.q at risk, and dangerous chemists are able to escape
prosecution due to the following factors. First, there is an enor-
mous number ofdrugs which can yet be developed.Second,thereis
an unavoidabledelay in discoveringthatsuch drugs are being dis-
tributed.Third,there is the unavoidable obstacleof establishing
that thesedrugs are beingabused and pose an imminent threatto
the publichealth.Finally,thereisthe elapseoftime needed to un-
dertake and complete actiontocontrolthe drug_ The only way to
effectively protect the public is to investigate and prosecute these
chemists for their new discoveries prior to formal control of the
drugs.

On April 4, 1985, Representative Charles Rangel, Chairman of
the House Select Committee on NarcoticsAbuse and Control
(joined by Mr. Gilrn_,_ the ranking minority member of the select
committee), introduced H_ 2014 to require the National Drug En-
forcement Policy Board to provide a comprehensive assessment of
the designer drug problem and to report to Congress.

On July 11, 1985, Representative Dan Lungren (joined by Mr.
Fish,Mr. McCollum and Mr. Get,R% members ofthe Committee) in-

troducedH.R. 2977 to create certain crimes with respect to design-
er drugs,

On December 12,1985,RepresentativeLarry Smith (joinedby Mr.
Fascelland Mr. Hyde) introducedI-LP_3936,the Drug Enforcement
Amendments of 1985,which includedprovisionsaddressingdesign-
er drugs.

In December 1985, the Drug Enforcement Administration, Office
of Diversion Control issued a report on controlled substance ana-
logs. On March 5, 1986, the National Drug Enforcement Policy
Board transmitted to the Congress its report on controlled sub-
stance analogs.

CO_-L-:-_ A_ON

On July 24, 1986, Representative William J. Hughes introduced
FLR. 5231, the Designer Drug Enforcement Act of 1986.

On July 24, 1986, the Subcommittee on Crime, a quorum being
present, marked up H.I_ 5231 and ordered it reported as a clean
bill, H.R. 5246. On July 29, 1986, the Committee on the Judiciary, a
quorum being present, marked up H.R. 5246 and ordered it favor-
ably reported to the full House as a single amendment in the
nature of a substitute.

SF-_TIONoBy-_ON ANALYSIS

Section I is the short title.

Sect/on _ provides for the inclusion of designer drugs ("controlled
substance analogues") in the Controlled Substances Act.
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(a) Definition:

The term "controlled substance analogue" means a substance-
(i) the chemical structure of which is substantially similar to the

chemical structure of a controlled substance in schedule I or IT; and
(ii) (I) which was a stimulant, depressant, or b_llucinogenic effect

on the central nervous system; or
(ID with respect to a particular person, which such person repre-

sents or intends to have a stimulant, depressant, or b_llucinogenic
effect on the central nervous system substantially slml]_r to or
greater than the stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic effect on
the central nervous system caused by a controlled substance.

EXPLANATION

The firstbranch of thisdefinition,(i),focuseson the chemical
structureof the substance.The effectsof a drug are generallya
functionof itschemical structure.Broad classesof relateddrugs
willhave substantiallysimilarstructureswith subtlebut impor-
tant differencescaused by relativelyminor modificationof the
basic structure.Consequently, both legitimateand illegitimate
chemistsfocustheirresearchin the development of new psychoac-
tivedrugs on m_Iclng subtlemodi_cations of existingcontrolled
substance_

The firstbranch of the definitioniscriticallyimportant because
itservestolinkthe unknown drugs which are being controlledby
thislaw to the drugs already controlledby the ControlledSub-
stancesAct.The Committee, by a voicevote,rejectedan amend-
ment to add an alternativedefinitionof controlledsubstanceana-
loguethatdidnot includeeithera requirementofa chemical struc-
turesubstantiallysimilarto the chemical structureof a controlled
substancein schedule I or ITor an effectof the centralnervous
system (secondbranch of the definition)ifthe substancehad been
"specifmally designed" to produce an effect "subst_t_!ly similar"
to that of a controlled substance in schedule I or IT

The second branch of the deffmition, (ii), is in the alternative. As
a general rule, to justify the strict controls of this act, a "designer
drug" ought to have not only a chemical structure like other con-
trolled drugs but some relationship to the stimulant, depressant or
hallucinogenic effect upon the central nervous system which is the
justification for controlling drugs in the first place. However in the
case in which there is no effect upon the central nervous system,
then at least it must be shown that some person (nAmely, the de-
fendant) intended or represented the substance to have an effect on
the central nervous system that is substantially similar to or great-
er than the effect of a controlled substance.

The American Chemical Society, which strongly supported the
legislation, urged that both chemical structure and central nervous
system effect be required in the definition of controlled substance
analogue in order to protect legitimate research, s

SSee letter of May 1, 1986 to Pep. William J. Hughes from Georlj[e.C_ P'unen.teL President,
American Chemical Society, page $; and letter .of July 23. 1986 toErm F___terlmg. A_- .t_t
Counsel. Subcommittee on Crime from Anna Fotias, Manager, Department of Governmenuti _e-
lations and Science Policy, American Chemical Society reprinted in Hearings before the Sub-

Continued
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Coffee, for example, has a stimulant effect on the central nervous
system, but it is not chemically substantially similar to a controlled
substance. To punish someone under the Controlled Substances Act
who makes or distributes a new subs_nce that has a chemical
structure similar to a controlled substance, there ought to be evl-
dence either of some effect on the central nervous system (such as
that of caffeine), or theft the person has made a representation or
has evidenced an intent that the drug mimic the effect of a con-
trolled substance. If the person were to merely say this substance is
as powerful as a cup of coffee, and no stimulant or other central
nervous system effect is found, then no harm has been committed
that ought to involve the Controlled Substances Act.

A pre-introduction discussion draft of H.R. 5231, circulated to
Drug Enforcement Admln_qtration and the industry for comment,
had proposed that the effect test in the second branch of the defini-
tion require that the analogue's effect be "substantiaLly similar" to
the effect of a controlled substance. The Drug Euforcement Admin-
istration had expressed concern that the conjunctb_e requirement
of chemical structure and a "substantially similar" central nervous
system effect might be difficult to prove. Before I-I.R. 5321 was in-
troduced, Mr. Hughes modified the effect requirement in the bill so
that the evidence of central nervous system effect is minlmRI com-
pared to the research burden that Drug Enforcement Admlni._cra-
tion has to sustain in order to bring a drug under control g Indeed,
as defined in the bill, a person could be convicted of felony offenses
regarding a particular controlled substance analogue which as a
substance could not be scheduled under the Controlled Substances
ACt. This could result if the analogue's effects did not meet the re-
quirements for scheduling under section 201(c) of the Controlled
Substances ACt (21 U.S.C. 811(c)), for example, the analogue could
lack a potential for abuse or a psychic or physiological dependence
liability.

Representative Lungren offered an amendment, adopted by the
Committee by a voice vote, to add an alternative representation or
intent that the analogue have an effect greater than a controlled
substance. A trafficker in controlled substance analogues should
not escape sanction because he represents the drug he is seLling as,
"The greatest high in the world, greater than anything known to
DEA."

(23)Exceptions to the definition

One major concerns of the Committee in the development of this
legislation was to guarantee that it did not interfere in legitimate
pharmaceutical or medical research in any way.

In order to protect the many types of important scientific re-
search involved in developing drugs to relieve pain or to aid in psy-
chiatry and the treatment of emotional disorders, four exceptions
to the definition of a controlled substance analogue have been pro-
vided by the Committee.

The term "controlled substance analogue" does not include:

committee on Crime of the House Committee on the Judiciary on Legislation relating to the
Problem of Designer Drugs, May 1, 1986, 99th Cong. 2d Jess.

°Controlled Subatances Act, section 201(a), (b) and (c_.(21 U .q.C.811(a},(b) and (c)).
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(i) A controlled substance. If a substance has been scheduled as a
controlled substance, then it cannot and should not be treated le-
gally as a controlled substance analogue, even if its history of
abuse was before it was controlled.

(ii) Any substance for which there is an approved new drug appli-
cation. These are drugs which have been found by the Food and
Drug Administration to be safe and effective and have been ap-
proved for marketing in interstate commerce. Such drugs, if they
have a stimulant, depressant or hallucinogenic effect upon the cen-
tral nervous system are brought to the attention of the Attorney
General at the time the new drug application is submitted (section
201(0 of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 81I(0) and, ff
warranted, scheduled according the regular scheduling procedure
of section 201(a) of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U_.C. 811(a)).

(iii) With respect to a particular person, any substance for which
an exemption from the Food and Drug Administration has been
granted to permit 'investigational use" of the drug by that person,
to the extent conduct with respect to the substance is pursunnt to
the exemption. (Such exemptions under the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act are called "INDs".)

FDA allows drug manufacturers to carry out clinical research on
human beings in the process of developing new drugs by allowing
distribution of the drug in interstate commerce. These exemptions
are specifm as to substance and manufacturer. This exception is
drafted to permit prosecution of a person who "diverts" the drug
analogue from distribution for the purpose of research to illicit
channels for the purpose of drug abuse.

(iv) Any substance to the extent not intended for human con-
sumption before an exemption (that is, an IND) takes effect with
respecttothatsubstance.This provisionisincludedin recognition
of the factthat drug researcherscompound new drugs with an
intentthatultimatelythey willbe developedtobe soldforhuman
consumption inthe courseofmedicaltreatment.This provisionhas
been includedtoassurethat,ina temporalsense,tothe extentthe
substanceisnot intendedto be used or distributedforhuman con-
sumption beforethe time that an exemption is issued,the sub-
stancewillnot be treatedas a controlledsubstanceanalog.Similar-
ly,thesecompounds as manufactured and distributedfor research
thatdoes not involvehuman consumption are not consideredcon-
trolledsubstanceanalogs unlessthey are divertedfor human con-
sumption.

Co) Treatment of controlled substance analogues
A new section 203 is added to the Controlled Substances Act to

provide that a controlled substance analogue, to the extent it is in-
tended for human consumption, is to be treated as a controlled sub-
stance in schedule I.
Substances in schedule I do not have any currentlyrecogn/zed

medicaluse intreatmentin the United States,but nonetheless,are
oftenused in research--eitherin the area of drug abuse or,as in
the caseof marihuana, researchin the treatmentofthe nausea re
fatedtocancerchemotherapy or inthe treatmentofglaucoma.
Section303(0of the ControlledSubstancesAct (21U.S.C.823(f))

authorizesresearcherswhose research involveshuman consump-
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tion of schedule I substances to obtain specific registrations for re-
search from DEA upon approval of their research protocols. Those
scientific investigators (who are "practitioners" as defined in sec-
tion 102(21) of the Controlled substances Act (21 U,S.C. 802(21) and
are thus eligible for registration under section 303(0 (El U .q.C.
823(f)) whose research is not undertaken pursuant to an IND or an
NDA will be able to undertake research on controlled substance
analogues upon obtaining specific registrations for research from
the Drug Enforcement Administration upon approval of their re-
search protocols by the Food and Drug Administration and the
Drug Enforcement Administration.

It is the Committee's explicit intent that this Act not interfere in
any way in legitimate pharmaceutical or medical research or treat-
ment. The Committee debated an amendment offered by Mr. Mor-
rison of Connecticut that would have created an additional excep-
tion to the definition of controlled substance analogue with respect
to a practitioner who was registered with the D,._g Enforcement
Administration to conduct research using controUed substances, to
the extent permitted under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act, only amounts of analogues used in that practitioner's re-
search. The concern was expressed that clinical research involving
substances that might be treated as controlled substance analogues
is permissible under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act out-
side the exemption for interstate distribution of investigational
new drugs. The amendment was withdrawn by unanimous consent
to permit examination of the application of the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act so that the amendment could be perfectedand
offeredon the floorin order to protectsuch research,ifa further
exceptionwere found tobe necessary.

COMMrrl'J_g APPROVAL

On July 29, 1986, the Committee on the Judiciary,a quorum
being present,marked up H.P_ 5246 and ordered itfavorablyre-
portedto the fullHouse as a singleamendment in the nature ofa
substituteby a voicevote.

OVERSIGHT FINDINGS

The Committee makes no oversight findings with respect to this
legislation other than those included in the text of this report.

In regard to clause 2(1X3XD) of rule XI of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, no oversight findings have been submitted to
the Committee by the Committee on Government Operations.

NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY

In regard to clause 2(IX3)(B) of rule XI of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, H.R. 5246 creates no new budget authority or
increased tax expenditures for the Federal Government.

INFLATIONARY IMPACT STATEMENT

Pursuant to clause 2(IX4) of rule XI of the Rules of the House of
Representatives, the Committee finds that the bill will have no
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foreseeable inflationary impact on prices or costs in the operation
of the national economy.

FF.DILRAL ADVISORY COM&[rL-L'.c-P_ACT OF 1972

The Committee findsthat thislegislationdoes not create any
new advisorycommittees withinthe meaning of the Federal Advi-
soryCommittee Act of1972.

CoST ESTn_ATE

In regard to clause7 of rule XIII of the Rules of the Ho_s of
Representatives,the Committee agrees with the costestimate of
the CongressionalBudget Office.

STATEMENT OF THE CoNGRESSIONAL BUDGet OFFICE

Pursuant toclause2(I)(3)(C)of ruleXI ofthe Rules ofthe House
of Representatives,and section403 of the CongressionalBudget
Act of 1974,the followingisthe costestimateofH.R. 5246.

U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUm_ET OFFICE,

Washington, DC, August 11, 1986.
Hon. Pmmm W. RODn_O, Jr.,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
Rayburn House Offw.e Building, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CH_RMA_. The Congressional Budget Office has re-
viewed I-LI_ 5246, the Designer Drug Enforcement Act of 1986, as
ordered reported by the House Committee on the Judiciary, July
29, 1986. We estimate that no significant cost to the federal govern-
ment and no cost to state or local governments would result from
enactment of this bill.

H.R. 5246 would make "controlled substance _nnlogs" subject to
the Controlled Substances Act. This would enable the Drug En-
forcement Administration to prosecute chemists who develop subtle
chemical variations of controlled substances (called "designer
drugs").

This bill would aid prosecution in cases brought by the Drug En-
forcement Administration involving controlled substance analogs.
It would not significantly change investigative efforts or costs as
these drugs are currently investigated and tested. It would make
possible prosecution and conviction in some cases where it is cur-
rently not possible.

If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to
provide them.

With best wishes,
Sincerely

RUDOLPH G. PENNER, Director.

CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BmL, As REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIH of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill,
as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omit-



ted isenclosedin black brackets,new matter isprintedin italic,
existinglaw in which no change isproposed isshown in roman):

CONTROT-T-s_ SU_ANCF_ ACT

TABLE OF CONTENTS

TITLEII---(_NTROLAND ENFORCEMENT

PART A_HO[W _ FIND[NOS AND D_ON; D_NmONS

Sec.I00.Short title.
Sec.I01.Findingsand declarations
Se_ 102.Delinition_
Sec.103.Increasednumbers ofenforcement personnel.

PARr B--Au'I_oRrrr To ContRol4 STANDARDS AND SCHEDULES

Sec. 201. Authority and criteria for classification of substances.
Sec. 202. Schedules of controlled substances.

20£. Treatment of controlled substance analogs.

TITLE H--CONTROL AND ENFORCEMENT

PART A--SHORT TITLE; FINDINGS AND DECLARATION; DEFINITIONS

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 102. As used in this title:
(I)* * "

(3IXA) _F,xcept as provided in subparagraph (2_), the term
"controlled substance analogues" means a substance m

(i) the chemical structure of which is substantially simi-
lar to the chemical structure of a controlled substance in
schedule I or II,"and

(ii)(I) which has a stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogen-
ic effect on the central nervous system; or

(II) with respect to a particular person, which such
person represents or intends to have a * * *

_¢ at at at at at

the central nervous system substantially similar to or greater
than the stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic effect on the
central nervous system of a controlled substance_

(B) Such term does not include-
(i) a controlled substance,"
(ii) any substance for which there is an approved new

drug application,"
(iii) with respect to a particular person any substance, if

an exemption is in effect for investigational use, for that
person, under section 505 of the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C 355) to the extent conduct with re-
spect to such substance is pursuant to such exemption; or
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(iv) any substance to the extent not intended for _human
consumption before such an exemption takes effect with re.
spect to that substance

* • tt * ¢1 • .

PARTB--AtrrHoarrv To CON_OL; STA_mAaVS_ SCHEDUT_r-_

AtrrHoarrv _ c_ mR CLASSa_CX_ONOr stms'r,_cEs

Szc.201.(a)* * *

TREATMENT OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ANALOGUES

SEc.203.A controlledsubstanceuruzb_Leshulitotheextentin.
tended for human consumption, be treated, for the purposes of the
Controlled Substances Act and the Controlled Substances Import
and Export Act as a controlled substance in schedule L

0
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